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Abstract

Phenomenon

Professional identity development is recognised as a core goal of medical education alongside knowledge and skill acquisition. Identity is a complex entity that can be conceptualised as externally influenced, but individually constructed. Integration from legitimate bystander to ‘old timer’ of the medical community of practice provides a backdrop for individual negotiation of professional identity. During Covid-19, the medical community of practice and education experienced significant disruption. We sought to investigate how these disruptions impacted professional identity development by examining conflicts between students’ identities highlighted by the pressures of the pandemic.

Approach

A mixed-methods survey was distributed to medical students in the UK. The survey was active from 2nd May to 15th June 2020, during the height of the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in the UK. Operating within the paradigm of constructivism, we conducted a reflexive thematic analysis of qualitative responses. Analysis was focused around the disruption to medical education, actions taken by medical students during this disruption, and the tension between student actions where they existed in conflict.

Findings

Three themes were constructed to describe the identities that participants felt were in conflict during the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic: Status and role as a future doctor; status and role as a student; and status and role as a member of the wider community. Students noted that lack of clinical exposure was detrimental to their education, implicitly recognising that many aspects of professional identity formation are forged in the clinical environment. Participants were keen to volunteer clinically
but struggled to balance this with academic work. Participants worried about the risk to their families and the wider community, and wanted to ensure that their skills would add value to the clinical environment. Volunteers felt frustrated when they were unable to perform tasks which aligned with their identities as future doctors, with the exception of participants who worked as interim FY1s (FiY1s), which aligned well with the roles of FY1s.

**Insights**

As hypothesised, the participants in this study experienced disruptions to their professional identity development during the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020. This work provides early evidence, collected at the beginning of the pandemic, that the effects of disruptions to professional identity development were wide-reaching, often negative, and represent an important topic for future exploration. Given that the pandemic has highlighted areas of identity tension, these findings have the potential to provide insight into how medical training can better nurture professional identity development during and beyond international crises.
Introduction

Professional identity development in medicine describes the process by which students move from being a “member of the public” to a member of the profession. Holden et al. described professional identity formation as the “transformative journey through which one integrates the knowledge, skills, values, and behaviours of a competent, humanistic physician with one’s own unique identity and core values”\(^1\). Developing a strong professional identity is considered a key facet of medical education. Indeed, evidence suggests that those with strong professional identities achieve higher levels of well-being and success in their careers as doctors \(^2\). Medical students and doctors have multiple identities, and it is the successful integration of existing identities with the new identity of “professional” that represents the goal of professional identity development in medical education \(^3\).

Professional identity is developed in part through interactions with the formal, informal, and hidden curricula \(^3\). The formal curriculum represents the overt teaching and learning that medical students experience, as in anatomy, physiology, and clinical teaching. The informal curriculum represents learning undertaken outside of the structured class or placement environment. The hidden curriculum consists of the overarching structural and cultural “rules” of medicine - what might be thought of as medicine’s “etiquette” \(^4-6\). Creuss et al. summarise the factors that contribute to this process of professional identity development, detailing a functionalist approach to the theory of socialisation, whereby students become part of the medical profession through role modelling, conscious and unconscious reflection on experiences, as well as participation in cultural rituals and engagement with symbols \(^7,8\). Professional identity development is a complex process that can be conceptualised from a psychological orientation as individually mediated. Individuals construct professional identities that align with their own personal values, beliefs and experiences, which in turn are influenced by external factors \(^7\). Learning through these three curricula results in students becoming increasingly integrated
into the medical community of practice, membership of which provides the external backdrop for individual identity development. Communities of practice theory as applied to medicine conceptualises the profession as a group that is “engaged in a common activity” - the practice of medicine - where members are united in shared activities, overlapping knowledge, and a set of shared values, beliefs and heritage focused on a mutual enterprise. Communities of practice theory provides a framework within which individuals develop their professional identities as they move from the periphery of a community towards full membership and ‘old-timer’ status, learning how to “think, act and feel like a physician” as they progress.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, all three curricula (formal, informal and hidden) were disrupted by reformulations to university studies and clinical placements. The formal curriculum shifted online, with relative success in transforming didactic teaching and assessment into digital formats. By moving these sessions online, and, in many cases, removing students from the clinical environment, medical students had less access to informal conversations with their peers and seniors. The structures, social norms and culture that comprise the hidden curriculum to which medical students are usually exposed were also disrupted, if not irrevocably changed, by such an international crisis. This interruption and adaptation to medical education would have subsequently interrupted opportunities for medical students to integrate into the medical community of practice.

There is a significant body of previous work exploring how and why professional identity develops during the course of medical school, but as yet fewer studies have investigated the impact of Covid-19 on medical students’ professional identity development. It has been postulated that the changes to the learning environment caused by Covid-19 may have changed the process of professional identity development and integration into the medical community of practice, though little qualitative data exists to support this claim, a gap this study intends to address. Some early work from clinical
educationalists has suggested alternative routes to support professional identity development during Covid-19, calling for a “reimagining” of professional identity through, for example, work as an allied health professional, public health or community work, and through social media use. One US institution even used the pause in clinical activity to deliver a structured professional identity curriculum to their medical students. One study of Indonesian students’ reflections on their role during Covid-19 focused on how students have adapted their learning to the new demands of the pandemic and argued that, despite disruptions, students recalled experiences that had enabled continuation of their professional identity development. This study is not intended to replace the calls for a reimagining of how student doctors integrate their identities with those of a professional, but rather to explore how disruptions influenced identity development, particularly focusing on the conflicts between the different identities that medical students possess. As has been explored in literature regarding dissonance between professional and personal identities, such as Costello’s work regarding race, class, gender and professional identity, conflict between different facets of identity can affect the wellbeing and career success of those in the process of integrating into a profession, which is why we have focused on conflict here.

In this study, we explore early indicators of how the process of professional identity development was disrupted or changed due to Covid-19 and the subsequent changes made to the medical curriculum. We hypothesised that, with the removal of students from clinical and academic environments during Covid-19, opportunities to experience the facets of the formal, informal and hidden curricula that facilitate professional identity development may have been disrupted or changed, thus affecting an individual’s professional identity development. As disruptions due to Covid-19 may continue in the form of blended or even fully online delivery of medical education, an investigation of the challenges posed by recent disruptions on professional identity development has benefits beyond the current pandemic.
Methods

The STROBE guidelines for cross-sectional studies were followed. The study was an online survey that was distributed to medical students studying at all UK medical schools. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the University of Cambridge Psychology Research Ethics Committee (Approval number: PRE.2020.040).

We distributed a mixed methods survey to UK medical students. Quantitative data from the survey will be published elsewhere. Inclusion criteria were any medical student studying at a UK medical school, including those who may have graduated early this year due to Covid-19. Medical schools were identified by their listing on the UK Medical Schools Council website. All medical schools were contacted via their medical school office general enquiries email and the Dean responsible for education and asked to distribute the survey. Messages were also posted once weekly to social media (via Twitter and Facebook accounts set up specifically for the purposes of promoting the study and to medical student university groups) asking medical students to complete the questionnaire and share the survey to recruit participants using a snowball approach.

The survey consisted of 53 questions assessing (quantitatively and qualitatively) previous clinical experience, attitudes to volunteering and motivation and barriers, volunteering role, medical education, issues currently faced, and safety. Survey development was informed by a systematic review of existing literature on volunteering during pandemics and disasters. Questions were then developed from previously used scales by MHVB and JA with expert input and consultation with medical students, and final questions were reviewed by medical students to establish face validity.

The responses to three qualitative questions (“If you have ethical concerns what are they?”, “What issues are you currently facing as a medical student during the coronavirus pandemic?”, “Have you
heard any stories about medical students volunteering experiences? Please describe them.”) were used for this work. The survey is available in the supplementary material.

**Context**

The survey was active from 2nd May to 15th June 2020, providing a snapshot of the experiences of a wide variety of students in the midst of the disruption. The survey was distributed during the height of the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in the UK. The Medical Schools Council issued guidance on the 13th March 2020 indicating that training of medical students should be based on local needs, and that final year students who had met the GMC Outcomes for Graduates would be given provisional registration earlier than usual. Practically, this meant that most students were removed from the clinical environment in their capacity as medical students, with some having the opportunity to volunteer in roles both within and outside the clinical environment. These roles were allocated locally and there was considerable diversity in the roles students were able to take up. For graduands, a structured “Interim FY1 programme” was introduced, aligned with the job role of a Foundation Year 1 doctor, including provisional registration with the GMC.

**Research approach**

Operating within the paradigm of constructivism, we conducted a reflexive thematic analysis following Braun and Clarke's six-step approach to code and construct themes. In this context, identity was conceptualised as an individually mediated but dynamic entity influenced by social relationships, and constructed, in part, through role and through increasing levels of integration into the medical community of practice, as discussed and defined in the introduction. Given the range of viewpoints and backgrounds of respondents represented in the existing data set, this methodological
approach is appropriate in that it allows for different interpretations and constructions of identity to sit alongside one another, allowing for examination of tensions between the multiple facets of one’s identity. Analysis was focused around the disruption to medical education, actions taken by medical students during this disruption, and the tension between student actions where they existed in conflict.

Three authors (LA, MHVB and AH) familiarised themselves with the data by reading and re-reading the data. Initial ideas were noted. LA and MHVB created initial descriptive codes using an inductive approach, and the data set was coded systematically. To identify themes, a semantic approach was used. Codes were then analysed for patterns, grouped, summarised, interpreted and discussed with all authors to generate early themes. The codes and their relation to the data and themes were then systematically reviewed by AH in light of the conceptual framework discussed previously, and with a particular focus on identity formation and conflict. Three themes were constructed. Themes and subthemes were checked against the data set as a whole and refined. Themes and subthemes were discussed at length by all authors, and a final set of themes named and defined. To preserve participant voice, quotes were selected to illustrate the final themes and highlight areas of concordance and tension between them.

**Reflexivity statement**

Reflective notes were kept to promote interrogation of the relationship between authors and the dataset. Given our constructivist approach, we acknowledge that realities are variable, and that each researcher brings their own reality to the dataset, influencing interpretation. Rather than viewing this as an issue, the authors perceive this as a strength - their insider statuses, background in identity theory, and education offer a unique perspective that has deepened analysis.
AH is a medical student who spent time during the Covid-19 pandemic reporting on issues faced by other students. MELB is a PhD student in medical education, previously familiar with identity development theory. MHVB and JA are Academic Clinical Fellows who worked in a clinical capacity with volunteer medical students during the Covid-19 pandemic and have postgraduate qualifications in medical education, LA and JCMW were final year medical students during the Covid-19 pandemic, NS is an NHS consultant and tutor in medical education with a research interest in postgraduate medical training. CB holds multiple senior medical educational university positions and has been directly involved in the changes being made to medical student teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Team reflexivity**

This study was conducted by a diverse collaborative of medical students, doctors in training, medical education researchers, and consultants spanning multiple educational institutions. This plethora of viewpoints and independence from any single institution allowed the authors a broad spectrum of thought in relation to the data and mitigates the temptation to overemphasise or dismiss contributions made by participants.

**Results**

**Respondent demographics**
1145 medical students completed the survey. Of these, 928 provided qualitative responses analysed in this study. 687 out of 928 (74.0%) respondents were female. The median age of respondents was 22 (interquartile range, IQR, 20-24), as shown in Figure 1. The modal year group of the respondents was third year, and 129 (14.0%) were in their final year of study. At the time of responding (median response date 16/04/2020), 282 out of 928 (30%) had commenced volunteering in a clinical capacity.

**Thematic analysis**

Three themes were constructed to describe the identities that participants felt were in conflict during the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic:

- Status and role as a future doctor
- Status and role as a student
- Status and role as a member of the wider community

Figure 1 provides an overview of the themes and conflicts between them.
Participants from all years of all medical schools identified a lack of opportunity to learn within a clinical environment as a key educational issue, highlighting that “nothing can really replace face to face patient contact” (Participant 163). Students implicitly identified that “becoming a doctor” involves more than simply learning material didactically: “no clinical skills, no hospital or lab experience...I don’t feel like I’m learning to be a doctor” (Participant 608). Participants worried about the cancellation of assessments in regard to academic competency when moving into their next year of
study, sometimes linked to the lack of clinical exposure: “missing placement blocks and learning, not doing exams and therefore not knowing if I’m competent” (Participant 348). Transition symbols such as end of year assessments were seen as important by participants in assuring their competence to move into the next stage of their medical school careers, and continuing their integration into the community of practice.

For final year medical students, many of whom were moved into the workforce early, the loss of graduation rituals left participants dissatisfied with the legitimacy of their transition into qualified professionals, with “no elective, no free time, no graduation ceremony, no final year dinner, no closure from the hardest years of my life at medical school” (Participant 42), with some stating that the lack of these rituals left them with “impostor syndrome” (Participant 19). Others felt that being unable to sit their final examinations, or undertaking truncated versions, caused them to doubt their skills as a junior doctor: “my medical degree ended so abruptly and I didn’t get to take my finals which means I have not revised as intensely as I would have otherwise, therefore may lack knowledge/skills” (Participant 180).

Participants were keen to volunteer in a clinical capacity as their placements and often assessments had been cancelled, though many found it challenging logistically to secure roles. Many who did secure roles as support workers or similar outlined the “great benefit in many ways - learnt new communication skills I otherwise would not have developed at medical school, part of team, clinical experience” (Participant 375). Many participants valued the opportunities to work in allied roles, and appreciated the additional insight this would bring to their future medical careers: “working as HCSW [healthcare support worker]...I have been able to understand the patient experience a lot better and understand how the different roles of a HCSW, nurse and doctor all fit together with regards to patient care. My inter-professional skills have also improved. As a medical student it can be difficult to
understand how you fit in this dynamic but being able to work as HCSW has enlightened me in the reality of the daily ins and outs” (Participant 1024).

In contrast, others did secure roles, but felt that their skill sets were not adequately used, mentioning that they were unable to undertake some skills they felt comfortable with: “for example, I am currently not allowed to cannulate or do bloods even though that would be the most helpful thing...so it doesn’t appear the roles have been thought through” (Participant 757). Many linked their roles with their “utility” - as a medical professional in training, they became frustrated when their roles were not aligned with skills in which they were competent. Those skills often aligned more closely with the role of a junior doctor than, for example, a healthcare assistant. Some participants drew comparisons with allied health students, who were more often kept in the clinical environment, feeling “that medical students are not useful or recognised to the NHS...all my allied health professional friends have recognised roles. We do not, we are very much not wanted I feel” (Participant 232), with others highlighting that pandemic pressures had highlighted existing tensions with medical students being unable to properly integrate into clinical teams, with “the pandemic [proving] that medical students are the bottom rung of the ladder and their placements aren’t important, as soon as anything happens we are seen as a nuisance” (Participant 318). Concerningly, some participants reported a degree of perceived hostility from other members of the healthcare team. There was additional guilt around this, especially in relation to being paid. These experiences reflect medical students’ perceptions that other healthcare professionals do not regard them as “members” of the wider healthcare team, and that medical students are unable to add value or be useful: “[allied health professionals] complained to us that we were doing work that they could do and were more qualified to do, while they had very little to do, and thus they felt that paying us was wasting NHS funding” (Participant 514).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, guilt was expressed by many participants, particularly where conflicts existed between the actions demanded by different aspects of their identities. For example, there was
significant guilt described around voluntary work - participants felt that as future doctors they had an obligation to utilise their skills, but were unsure of their relative usefulness balanced with the risk to themselves and their wider communities: “I felt like I had a duty to help, as in 3 years’ time I would be working as a doctor anyway. I have skills and understanding that other members of the public don’t have and I should use that for the greater good. I wanted to help so much that I did apply to work in a hospital until my family circumstances changed” (Participant 1114). Another key concern was “weighing up study and revision and helping in the ICUs” (Participant 242), especially with “not clear enough guidance from the medical school; dilemma for volunteering vs studying for exams” (Participant 959).

Many of these dilemmas were compounded by students returning to their family homes during the first lockdown period, and “trying to continue with medical school studies at home,” (Participant 100) some with additional pressures of household work or vulnerable family members. Isolation from medical school friends and support systems left some participants “trying to maintain academic motivation without the support of colleagues” (Participant 470), and others simply “missing friends and normal life” (Participant 79). Interestingly, some participants reported that family members had high expectations of their medical student relatives, mentioning “pressure from family to volunteer as they believe I am more qualified than I am” (Participant 228). Others reported feeling pressured to explain rapidly-changing public health measures, “people expecting me to know more than I do about the pandemic and having to answer friends’ and colleagues’ questions continually about this; this is incredibly stressful” (Participant 370). Guilt and frustration were expressed where these external perceptions of a student’s identity and membership of the profession conflicted with a student’s own perceptions of their position and ability as a healthcare professional in training.

A key exception to the issues with voluntary work outlined above was the group of participants who worked as interim FY1s, aligned with the role of an FY1. Whilst these newly-graduated doctors had
missed out on the traditional transition rituals, the extended “shadowing” period was effective in supporting their new identities as junior doctors, as well as relieving the usual pressures of the first weeks and months of working: “frankly, I feel it’s made been hugely beneficial as the work is pretty easy and manageable, and has given me time to get to grips with what being a newly registered doctor is like with 0% of the usual responsibilities yet 100% of the pay” (Participant 436).

Table 1: Summary of the conflicts between the identity themes constructed from the data with representative quotes from participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role 1</th>
<th>Role 2</th>
<th>Conflict</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Lack of clinical placements; reliance on online learning</td>
<td>“Nothing can really replace face to face patient contact and hospital and GP clinical experience.” – Participant 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“No clinical skills, no hospital or lab experience, no meeting patients, I don’t feel like I’m learning how to be a doctor.” – Participant 608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Missing out on 10 weeks of acute care placement that I will not get back. Also missing 8 weeks of elective placement. So in total minimum of 18 weeks of intense placement missed, which is a lot. I’m worried I won't have the knowledge for fifth year and then subsequent F1 posts.” – Participant 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Balancing study with voluntary support; continued assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Not clear enough guidance from the medical school; dilemma of volunteering vs studying for exams.” – Participant 959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Return to family home; isolation from other medical students and university community and support systems</td>
<td>“Lack of a proper study environment at home--makes it harder to study.” - Participant 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Trying to continue with medical school studies at home, running the household with members as NHS staff.” - Participant 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Social and academic isolation (I live alone).” – Participant 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Loss of transition rituals</td>
<td>“No elective, no free time, no graduation ceremony, no final year Dinner, no closure from the hardest years of my life at medical school.” – Participant 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“No formal graduation or finals. Imposter syndrome.” – Participant 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Perceived moral obligation of future doctors to volunteer</td>
<td>“I felt like I had a duty to help, as in 3 years’ time I would be working as a doctor anyway. I have skills and understanding that other members of the public don’t have and I should use that for the greater good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wanted to help so much that I did apply to work in a hospital until my family circumstances changed.” – Participant 1114</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Risk of infection to medical students and risk of passing on to others, should not be made to feel guilty for not wanting to volunteer.” – Participant 511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Personal and familial health conditions, resulting in vulnerability (myself and family members) and a responsibility to those at home.” – Participant 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I have a long term mental health condition and I'm stressed. I know working would negatively impact me, but I still feel ashamed of my cowardice because of the pressure put on me by my peers to 'do the right thing'. I'm bad at saying no and frequently allow myself to be taken advantage of when I'm on placement, I do what I'm asked to do and feel embarrassed to refuse a task, and I know this would be much worse in the current environment. I'd have to live alone because one of my parents is in the shielding group and I know isolation would make my health and mood plummet, and I could end up being admitted to a psychiatric ward again. The moral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>External assumptions of knowledge or competence</td>
<td>“People expecting me to know more than I do about the pandemic and having to answer friends' and colleagues' questions continually about it; this is incredibly stressful.” – Participant 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Lack of available voluntary roles</td>
<td>“Pressure from family to volunteer as they believe I am more qualified than I am.” – Participant 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Voluntary roles tailored for members of the public</td>
<td>“No work for me, skills not recognised or useful. No demand - on three 0 hour healthcare assistant roles where I am &quot;not needed&quot; my peers are in the same situation. Feel that medical students are not useful or recognised to the NHS... All my allied healthcare profession friends have recognised roles. We do not, we are very much not wanted I feel.” - Participant 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Voluntary roles tailored for members of the public</td>
<td>“It's strange not being able to do some skills that I am competent in and are needed but I can't use them as they are outside of my job role.” – Participant 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future doctor</td>
<td>Member of the wider community</td>
<td>Voluntary roles tailored for members of the public</td>
<td>“For example I’m currently not allowed to cannulate or do bloods even though that would be the most helpful thing on the wards as I have been asked to do this several times. So doesn’t appear roles have been burden of what I 'should' be willing to do is haunting me every day.” – Participant 172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
thought through. Speaking to others they have had similar problems.” – Participant 752

Discussion

As hypothesised, the participants in this study experienced disruptions to the usual process of professional identity development during the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020. This work provides early evidence, collected at the beginning of the pandemic, that the effects of disruptions to professional identity development is an important topic for future exploration. This has the potential to provide insight into how medical training can better nurture professional identity development, as the pandemic has highlighted areas of tension.

Some work has suggested that medical students’ professional identity formation is driven in part by both “professional inclusivity” – doctors and other healthcare professionals treating students as future doctors – and “social exclusivity” – medical students considering themselves as socially distinct from other groups of students 25. During Covid-19, casual and informal interactions between groups of medical students were reduced, and many students returned to their family homes. As a consequence, both professional inclusivity and social exclusivity were reduced, and this potentially weakened students’ professional identity development. The key exception to this was the group of students who graduated early to take up interim FY1 posts. In this cohort of respondents, who had roles aligned to those of a junior doctor, feedback was positive, which is supported by some early insights into the interim Foundation posts in the literature 26. As well as structured roles, interim FY1 doctors were
immersing in the milieu of their jobs, including social contact with other junior doctors, which may also contribute to strengthening their professional identity, in contrast to the challenges to professional identity development experienced by more students from junior years. For new graduands, it was the loss of transition events and rituals, such as final exams, that was cited as a source of anxiety, with participants concerned that the loss of assessments meant they would be poorly prepared for their jobs as junior doctors.

Medical students self-categorise as future doctors and, even at the very beginning of their medical degrees, are likely to describe themselves in line with attributes associated with doctors, who are a large and well-known group. During Covid-19, medical students have been, in some ways, dislocated from their usual anchors to the profession and have developed new behaviours in which to anchor their perceptions of what a future doctor “should” be doing in a crisis, often influenced by their perceptions of external influencers such as parents and friends. For many, this meant volunteering in a clinical capacity. Our data highlighted the conflicts between students’ identities, and the difficulties some participants had in resolving these conflicts. As noted by Frost et al., tension between different aspects of identity exists within the usual course of medical studies. They describe students resolving these tensions in different ways: some by aligning more strongly with standardisation, and others by rejecting standardisation and focusing on how their identities outside of medicine mark them as different from others in the community. Under the specific circumstances of our respondents, resolving these tensions in the way described by Frost was potentially more challenging, as the uncertainties of the pandemic meant there was no “standard” with which to align themselves.

Whilst the hidden curriculum and the lack of opportunities to learn “implicit” skills were not explicitly considered by respondents (indeed, by its very nature, the hidden curriculum is just that - hidden), there is recognition within our data that one does not “become a doctor” through lectures on an online
platform alone. Some participants’ comments implied that for them the risk/benefit analysis was in favour of seeing patients rather than potentially lacking the skills to practise effectively as a doctor when they graduate. Preparedness for practice is still a key priority in UK medical education, and there is extensive literature suggesting that newly qualified foundation doctors lack preparedness even after completing their medical education in ‘the usual way’ \(^{29-31}\). It is reasonable that medical students would be concerned about the impact of this disrupted education on their future competency as junior doctors. This mismatch of expectation, and lack of guidance around what to prioritise, left respondents questioning their own alignment with the profession and status as a future doctor, especially if they were unable to volunteer clinically.

Those who were able to find voluntary posts valued volunteering as helping them to develop personally and professionally. Many participants enjoyed and valued their experiences of working in different types of roles, being more involved in direct patient care and feeling part of a team. Conversely, some respondents felt their skills as a medical student had been under-utilised. This mismatch between the roles given to medical students, and their perception of their identity as a future doctor (often conceptualised as a leader or decision maker), left some respondents feeling that their professional identity had been undermined – they were not being ‘professionally included’ and regarded as future doctors by other members of the healthcare team. Role recognition is considered an important facet of developing a robust professional identity \(^{32}\). Indeed, for other professions – such as Physician Associates – lack of role recognition amongst other healthcare professionals has been noted to hinder the development of professional identity \(^{33}\). Some respondents compared their positions to those of student nurses and other allied health professionals, who were given the option to remain in the clinical environment in their usual placement structure. As there has been very little work on the perceptions and experiences of such allied health students during Covid-19, it is interesting to consider how experiences might differ. One study of qualified nurses in China found that the Covid-19
pandemic solidified nurses’ professional identity, with a sense of professional unity and utility to the public noted to be particularly influential 34. This early work stands in contrast to our findings regarding the experiences of many medical students, who were often removed from their peer groups, struggling to find roles in which they felt “useful.”

Our results highlight early signals that the disruption caused by Covid-19 had an impact on the professional identity development of our participants. Further research is needed to explore this in greater depth. Longitudinal work could explore how this may change students’ perceptions of their own identities and position within the medical profession, especially the differences between those who did and did not take on clinical voluntary work. Previous work on strategies to “effectively scaffold the necessary critical reflective learning and practice skill set for our learners to support the shaping of a professional identity” has highlighted the importance of structured reflective practice in “teaching” professional identity to medical students 35. Small group work where students are invited to share personal narratives which are then discussed and fed back by trained education professionals, including members of the multidisciplinary team, have reported success in student feedback. Universities that do not already facilitate such groups should consider integrating such strategies into their curricula to help students continue their identity development as curricula are adapted to Covid-19 restrictions, and beyond.

Limitations

The nature of the collection and analysis of the qualitative data used in this paper may limit the transferability of the conclusions. For example, just under two thirds of our respondents identified as female, though women comprise 55% of the medical student population 36.
As the qualitative data were collected via a short form survey, we were unable to clarify or seek further depth in the free text responses that have been thematically analysed in this paper. Responses were self-reported with little guidance for the structure and depth of answers, resulting in variable levels of engagement with reflection upon respondents’ experiences\(^\text{37}\). We selected this method over in-depth interviewing for pragmatic reasons, as a survey-based data collection method was better suited to reflect the varied experiences of medical students during the crisis, rather than retrospectively.

**Conclusion**

The spring 2020 wave of the Covid-19 pandemic and its disruption to medical education in the UK has implications for the professional identity development of medical students. The significant break in studies, lack of transition rituals, and the perceived under-utilisation of medical students’ skill sets have all served to disrupt students’ identity development. Notably, we found that those students who were allocated a role aligning with their pre-conceived professional identity, \(i.e.\) interim FY1 roles, reported far less conflict and guilt than more junior students, many of whom were unable to secure roles which they felt aligned with their skill sets and identity. Students recognise that learning to be a doctor requires more than online learning, and that experience in the clinical environment is not only desirable but is essential to development of their professional identity. Universities should consider how their online programmes of learning, which will continue into the 2020-21 academic year, may be affecting the process of identity development. This particularly needs to be considered when planning learning for students early in their medical school careers, for whom clinical experience might be regarded as less important and potentially dispensable. Further research is needed to continue to explore how students negotiated the challenges to their professional identity development during Covid-19.
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Status and role as a future doctor

Sources of conflict:
- Loss of transition rituals
- Perceived moral obligation of future doctors to volunteer
- External assumptions of knowledge or competence
- Lack of available voluntary roles
- Voluntary roles tailored for members of the public

Status and role as a student

Sources of conflict:
- Lack of clinical placements
- Reliance on online learning
- Continued assessments
- Balancing study with voluntary support

Status and role as a member of the wider community

Sources of conflict:
- Return to family home
- Isolation from other students
- Isolation from university community and support systems